[Significance of correlation between weather factors and hemodynamic parameters in patients with arterial hypertension and coronary heart desease receiving traditional treatment and combined therapy with melatonin].
The study included 2 groups of patients with arterial hypertension and coronary heart disease treated by traditional therapy or its combination with melatonin. All 31 patients aged 41-70 years underwent measurement of AP and pulse rate in morning and evening hours. Correlation analysis between hemodynamic parameters and weather factors (curtsey of Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radiowaves) was performed. The study revealed 64 significant correlations in patients given traditional treatment. Atmospheric pressure, air and dew point temperature proved to have the most pronounced effect on hemodynamic parameters. Morning pulse rate was especially sensitive to meteorological factors. Treatment with melaxene reduced the number of correlations to 35. Specifically, the influence of temperature on hemodynamics decreased whereas effects of dew point temperature, wind speed and direction on the cardiovascular system were totally absent.